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(54) MULTICAST GROUP OPTIMIZATION METHOD AND ANCHOR

(57) Provided are a method for optimizing the multi-
cast group and an anchor. A set of nodes requesting for
the same multicast group data and sharing the same Ac-
cess Gateway (AG) is identified in a multicast group, and
the same multicast group data is transmitted to each node
in the set of nodes via the same AG, thereby forwarding
multicast data to different nodes via the same gateway,
saving traffic of a network side, and optimizing the mul-
ticast group. In addition, the node optimization method
allows the anchor to optimize multicast routing of the
nodes requesting for the same multicast group data and
sharing the same AG to the same shared gateway for
forwarding if a node has a plurality of access interfaces
in the present application, thus reducing unnecessary
multicast routing, reducing the scale of a multicast for-
warding tree, and reducing waste of network resources
of the network side to the largest extent.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The disclosure relates to a method for optimiz-
ing a multicast group and an anchor, particularly to a
method for optimizing the multicast group and an anchor.

Background

[0002] With the rapid development of wireless net-
works, voice and video applications such as teleconfer-
ences, online distance educations, and network games
are used more and more frequently on intelligent mobile
terminals including mobile phones and so on while these
applications need to occupy a large amount of network
bandwidths and requirements of user experience may
be hardly satisfied if a conventional unicast technology
is applied. The problems are solved by an Internet Pro-
tocol (IP) multicast technology on a wired network. In
Proxy Mobile Internet Protocol (PMIP), an anchor func-
tions as a home proxy while an Access Gateway (AG)
functions as a medium between the anchor and a Mobile
Node (MN). For years, PMIP, which may implement im-
perceptible mobility of a node thanks to the absence of
a terminal, has an advantage of well solving insufficient
computing capability and limited energy of an MN, and
has been thus widely applied. At present, proxy mobile
IP Version 6 (IPV6) has become one of the main direc-
tions of researches on mobile networks.
[0003] Although existing PMIP domain multicast de-
ployment schemes allow an MN to access a multicast
domain in a PMIP domain imperceptibly, and solve prob-
lems including tunnel convergence and so on, these
schemes are relatively simple and utilizes a single meth-
od to create a multicast group link directly for an accessed
node to perform communication. In addition, an anchor
transmits data of a multicast group according to routing
only for multicast routing in a multicast tree during a trans-
mission process of the multicast group. However, differ-
ent nodes using the same gateway often transmit data
of the multicast group to the gateway repeatedly, thus
causing waste of network resources.

Summary

[0004] Embodiments of the disclosure provide a meth-
od for optimizing the multicast group and an anchor,
thereby solving the technical problem in the traditional
art that waste of network resources is caused by repeat-
edly transmitting data of a multicast group to different
nodes sharing the same gateway.
[0005] The embodiments of the disclosure apply the
following technical solutions to solve the technical prob-
lem.
[0006] The present application provides a method for
optimizing the multicast group, wherein the method com-
prises: an anchor identifies a set of nodes requesting for

the same multicast group data and sharing the same AG
in a multicast group, wherein the set of nodes includes
at least two nodes requesting for the same multicast
group data and sharing the same AG; and the anchor
transmits the same multicast group data to each node in
the set of nodes via the same AG.
[0007] At least one node in the set of nodes may have
two or more access interfaces, and the two or more ac-
cess interfaces may be connected to different AGs re-
spectively.
[0008] The anchor identifies nodes sharing the same
AG in the multicast group may include that AG care-of
addresses of access interfaces of the nodes in the mul-
ticast group are acquired from binding cache items of the
anchor; and whether the nodes in the multicast group
share the same AG is judged according to the AG care-
of addresses.
[0009] The anchor identifies the nodes requesting for
the same multicast group data in the multicast group may
include that multicast group data of the nodes in the mul-
ticast group is acquired from a table of corresponding
relations between Identifiers (ID) of the binding cache
items of the anchor and multicast group IDs; and whether
the nodes in the multicast group request for the same
multicast group data is judged according to the multicast
group data.
before the anchor identifies the set of nodes requesting
for the same multicast group data and sharing the same
AG in the multicast group, the method may further include
that: it is judged whether each node of the set of nodes
is accessed by another new access interface according
to received request information from each node of the
set of nodes.
[0010] The present application further provides an an-
chor, including an identifying component and a transmit-
ting component; the identifying component is configured
to identify a set of nodes requesting for the same multi-
cast group data and sharing the same AG in a multicast
group, wherein the set of nodes includes at least two
nodes requesting for the same multicast group data and
sharing the same AG; and the transmitting component
is configured to transmit the same multicast group data
to each node in the set of nodes via the same AG.
[0011] At least one node in the set of nodes may have
two or more access interfaces, and the two or more ac-
cess interfaces may be connected to different AGs.
[0012] The identifying component further may include
a first acquiring element and a first judging element; the
first acquiring element is configured to acquire AG care-
of addresses of access interfaces of the nodes in the
multicast group from binding cache items of the anchor;
and the first judging element is configured to judge, ac-
cording to the AG care-of addresses, whether the nodes
in the multicast group share the same AG.
[0013] The identifying component further may include:
a second acquiring element and a second judging ele-
ment; the second acquiring element is configured to ac-
quire multicast group data of the nodes in the multicast
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group from a table of corresponding relations between
IDs of the binding cache items of the anchor and multicast
group IDs; and the second judging unit is configured to
judge, according to the multicast group data, whether the
nodes in the multicast group request for the same multi-
cast group data.
[0014] The anchor of the present application may fur-
ther include: a judging component; and the judging com-
ponent is configured to judge, according to received re-
quest information from each node of the set of nodes,
whether the each node of the set of nodes is accessed
by another new access interface.
[0015] The embodiments of the disclosure have
achieved the following beneficial effect: an anchor iden-
tifies a set of nodes requesting for the same multicast
group data and sharing the same AG in a multicast group;
and transmits the same multicast group data to each
node in the set of nodes via the same AG, so that multi-
cast data are forwarded to different nodes by the same
gateway, thereby saving traffic of a network side, and
optimizing the multicast group.
[0016] Besides, the current development tendency
shows that multi-interface access of a MN has become
a trend, thus the node optimization method allows the
anchor to optimize multicast routing of the nodes request-
ing for the same multicast group data and sharing the
same AG to the same shared gateway for forwarding if
a node has a plurality of access interfaces in the present
application, so as to reduce unnecessary multicast rout-
ing, reduce the scale of a multicast forwarding tree, and
reduce waste of network resources of the network side
to a great extent.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0017]

Fig. 1 shows a structural diagram of an anchor ac-
cording to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 2 shows a structural diagram of an anchor ac-
cording to another embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of a method for optimizing
a multicast group according to an embodiment of the
disclosure;
Fig. 4 shows a flowchart of a method for optimizing
a multicast group according to another embodiment
of the disclosure;
Fig. 5 shows a diagram of a multicast deployment
scenario of IPv6 nodes according to an embodiment
of the disclosure;
Fig. 6 shows a flowchart of signaling interaction ac-
cording to a method for optimizing a multicast group
in an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 7 shows a flowchart of signaling interaction in a
method for optimizing the multicast group in another
embodiment of the disclosure; and
Fig. 8 shows a flowchart of signaling interaction in a
method for optimizing the multicast group according

to still another embodiment of the disclosure.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

[0018] In the embodiments of the disclosure, an anchor
matches nodes in a multicast group and finds the best
multicast routing to enable the anchor to transmit the
same multicast group data to different nodes via the same
AG. Specifically, the anchor compares AG care-of ad-
dresses of the nodes to judge whether the nodes share
the same AG, and then compares multicast group data
of the nodes in the multicast group to judge whether the
nodes in the multicast group request for the same multi-
cast group data, thereby implementing a process that the
anchor plans the best multicast routing for the nodes in
the multicast group respectively. Specifically, the anchor
in the embodiments of the disclosure extends binding
cache items, and adds an table entry, which is a corre-
sponding between IDs of the nodes and IDs of multicast
groups in which the nodes join, to the binding cache
items, so that the anchor may search, according to the
IDs of the nodes, the table for multicast group data cor-
responding to the nodes. Each of the nodes in the mul-
ticast group may be a node which has created a multicast
group connection and transmits multicast group data or
may be also a new node applied to join the multicast
group and requesting for multicast group data. When a
node in the set of nodes has a plurality of access inter-
faces, the primary multicast routing of the node may be
optimized, according to the method for optimizing the
multicast routing, to other access interfaces sharing the
same access interface with the node, so as to transmit
multicast data.
[0019] The disclosure will be further expounded below
according to specific embodiments and with reference to
the accompanying drawings so that the technical solu-
tions and advantages of the disclosure are clearer.
[0020] Please refer to Fig. 1, an anchor 10 is provided
in the present application, including: an identifying com-
ponent 101 and a transmitting component 102, wherein
the identifying component 101 is configured to identify a
set of nodes requesting for the same multicast group data
and sharing the same AG in a multicast group, wherein
the set of nodes includes at least two nodes requesting
for the same multicast group data and sharing the same
AG, while the transmitting component 102 is configured
to transmit the same multicast group data to each node
in the set of nodes via the same AG.
[0021] Please refer to Fig. 2, the anchor 10 in the
present application may further include a judging com-
ponent 103 mainly configured to judge, according to re-
ceived request information of a node, whether the node
is accessed by another new access interface. The judg-
ing component 103 in the present application mainly
compares an ID of an access node and an ID of the node
in a binding cache item to determine a new access inter-
face, and if a new access interface is added, determines
that there is access of another new access interface. Spe-
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cifically, the judging component 103 may further include
the following sub-elements: a third acquiring element
1031 and a third judging element 1032, wherein the third
acquiring element 1031 is configured to acquire an ID of
a request node, and the third judging element 1032 is
configured to compare the ID of the request node with a
corresponding node ID in a binding cache item of the
anchor, and if they are different, determine that there is
access of another new access interface. In the present
application, a node sends a request message for apply-
ing to join the multicast group by a request message. The
request message may be an access request message
of a new interface of the node or a new Join Group request
message of an MN according to a state of a node inter-
face, and these messages are request messages for re-
questing for joining the multicast group, and the judging
component 103 judges, according to the request mes-
sage, whether there is access of another new access
interface.
[0022] In the present application, the identifying com-
ponent 101 may mainly compare AG care-of addresses
to identify a set of nodes sharing the same AG with a
current request node requesting for joining the multicast
group, and may specifically, further include the following
elements: a first acquiring element 1011 and a first judg-
ing element 1012, wherein the first acquiring element
1011 is configured to acquire AG care-of addresses of
access interfaces of nodes in the multicast group from
binding cache items of the anchor; and the first judging
element 1012 is configured to judge, according to the AG
care-of addresses, whether the nodes in the multicast
group share the same AG, while the identifying compo-
nent 101 mainly judges, according to multicast group
messages of the nodes, whether the nodes in the multi-
cast group request for the same multicast group data.
Specifically, the identifying component 101 may further
include: a second acquiring element 1013 and a second
judging element 1014, wherein the second acquiring el-
ement 1013 is configured to acquire multicast group data
of the nodes in the multicast group from a table of corre-
sponding relations between IDs of the binding cache
items of the anchor and multicast group IDs; and the sec-
ond judging element 1014 is mainly configured to judge,
according to the multicast group data, whether the nodes
in the multicast group request for the same multicast
group data.
[0023] Functions of components that constitute the an-
chor 10 in the present application and a method for op-
timizing the multicast group provided by the present ap-
plication will be expounded below with reference to the
accompanying drawings.
[0024] Please refer to Fig. 3, a method for optimizing
a multicast group is further provided in the present ap-
plication, including the following blocks.
[0025] In block 304: An anchor identifies a set of nodes
requesting for the same multicast group data and sharing
the same AG in a multicast group, and block 306 is per-
formed.

[0026] In the present block, the identifying component
101 identifies gateway addresses so as to identify nodes
sharing the same AG with a request node currently re-
questing for joining the multicast group, and identifies
whether the nodes request for the same multicast group
data. Specifically, block 304 may further include the fol-
lowing sub-blocks with reference to Fig. 4.
[0027] In block 3041: AG care-off addresses of access
interfaces of nodes in the multicast group are acquired
from binding cache items of the anchor.
[0028] In the present block, the first acquiring element
1011 acquires first AG care-off addresses of the access
interfaces of the nodes in the multicast group from binding
cache items of the anchor.
[0029] In block 3042: Whether the nodes in the multi-
cast group share the same AG is judged according to the
AG care-off addresses.
[0030] In the present block, the first judging element
1012 compares the acquired AG care-off addresses cor-
responding to the access interfaces of the nodes to find
nodes sharing the same AG, and block 3043 is per-
formed.
[0031] In block 3043: For block 3042, multicast group
data of the nodes sharing the same AG is acquired from
a table of corresponding relations between IDs of the
binding cache items of the anchor and IDs of the multicast
group.
[0032] In the present block, the second acquiring ele-
ment 1013 is responsible for inquiring a table of corre-
sponding relations between IDs of the nodes found by
the first judging element 1012 and IDs of the multicast
group to acquire respective multicast group data of the
nodes. The second acquiring element 1013 specifically
inquires the table of the corresponding relations between
the IDs and the IDs of the multicast group according to
the IDs of the nodes to acquire multicast group data of
the nodes in the set of nodes, wherein the table of the
corresponding relations is generated by extending bind-
ing cache items maintained by the anchor. In other words,
table entries of correspondence between the IDs of the
nodes and IDs of multicast groups which the node join
are added into the binding cache items and the binding
cache items are updated in real time.
[0033] In block 3044: Whether nodes request for the
same multicast group data is judged according to the
acquired multicast group data.
[0034] In the present block, the second judging ele-
ment 1014 compares the acquired multicast group data
of the nodes so as to acquire nodes requesting for the
same multicast group data. The comparison process in
the present block aims to enable an AG to maximize uti-
lization of multicast data thereof, so as to transmit as
much multicast data as possible to more nodes, thus the
multicast group data may be transmitted to the nodes in
the set of nodes via the same AG after the set of nodes
is matched.
[0035] In block 3045: the Nodes acquired in block 3044
are acquired to form the set of nodes.
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[0036] AGs of the nodes in the multicast group are
judged firstly, then whether the same multicast group da-
ta is requested is judged in the present embodiment,
while in another embodiment, whether the same multi-
cast group data is requested may be judged first, and
then whether acquired nodes share the same AG is
judged. In other words, block 3043 to block 3045 may be
performed prior to block 3041, which does not affect the
acquisition of the set of nodes in the present embodiment.
[0037] In block 306: The anchor transmits the same
multicast group data to each node in the set of nodes via
the same AG.
[0038] In the present block, the transmitting compo-
nent 102 is configured to transmit multicast data to the
nodes by the same AG shared by the nodes in the set of
nodes.
[0039] Please refer to Fig. 4, the present application
may further include block 302 before block 304.
[0040] In block 302: Whether a node is accessed by
another new access interface is judged according to re-
ceived request message of the node.
[0041] In the present block, the judgment is specifically
performed by the judging component 103, and specifi-
cally, the present block is completed by the following sub-
blocks.
[0042] In block 3021: An ID of the node is acquired.
[0043] In the present block, the third acquiring element
1031 acquires the ID of the node.
[0044] In block 3022: Whether the acquired ID is the
same with a corresponding node ID in a binding cache
item of the anchor is judged, if so, block 304 is performed,
and otherwise, the present flow is terminated.
[0045] In the present block, the third judging element
1032 compares the corresponding node ID in the binding
cache item with the acquired ID of the request node to
judge whether there is a new access interface requesting
for access or an interface originally connected to a net-
work requesting for multicast data.
[0046] Besides, after block 306 is performed, block 308
may be also performed.
[0047] In block 308: A multicast forwarding tree is up-
dated.
[0048] In the present block, the anchor deletes, from
a multicast forwarding tree, an interface or a node or an
AG without multicast data, thereby reducing the scale of
the multicast forwarding tree and reducing waste of re-
sources of a network side to the largest extent.
[0049] By means of such a multicast routing selection
method, the present application avoids the necessity of
repeated transmission of multicast data of the anchor to
gateways corresponding to the nodes, and it is only nec-
essary to transmit a copy of the multicast data to the
same AG shared by the nodes in the set of nodes and
the AG then forwards the multicast data to the nodes,
thereby saving cost of the network side to the largest
extent.
[0050] The method for optimizing the multicast group
in the present application will be expounded below ac-

cording to three specific embodiments.
[0051] Please refer to Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, in the present
embodiment, node MN1 and node MN2 have two inter-
faces IF1 and IF2 respectively in a PMIPv6 domain,
wherein interface IF1 of node MN1 accesses a network
via AG 1, and interface IF1 of node MN2 accesses the
network via AG 2, IF2 accesses the network via AG 3,
there multicast data is transmitted in MN1-IF1←AG
1←anchor and in MN2-IF2←AG 3←anchor, and node
MN1 decides to access interface IF2 to the network via
AG 2. In this scenario, a multicast routing optimization
technique may be implemented as follows.
[0052] In block 601: Node MN1 enters the coverage of
AG 2, and accesses interface IF2 to the PMIP domain
via AG 2 according to RFC5213.
[0053] In block 602: After receiving a Proxy Binding
Update (PBU) message transmitted by an AG, the anchor
extracts related information therein, and determines a
policy of the multicast routing optimization. The anchor
judges that MN1-IF2 and MN2-IF1 share the same AG
2 and the two nodes have the same multicast group in-
formation, and decides to use MN1-IF2 to transmit mul-
ticast data to be transmitted to MN1, and use MN2-IF1
to transmit multicast data to be transmitted to MN2 and
transmits a Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) proxy re-
quest message to AG 2 at the same time wherein the
MLD proxy request message includes an MN-ID of new
access interface MN1, an MN-ID of MN2 and information
of multicast groups that MN1 and MN2 join and so on.
[0054] In block 603: When receiving the MLD proxy
request message transmitted by the anchor, AG 2 first
checks whether the MN has a network interface having
a created connection with the AG, and if no, the optimi-
zation is terminated. Otherwise, AG 2 will transmit the
MLD proxy request message via MN1-IF2 and MN2-IF1.
[0055] In block 604: After receiving the MLD proxy re-
quest message transmitted by the anchor, MN1 and MN2
will transmit the Join Group message to AG 2 via their
interfaces that receive the MLD proxy request message
respectively, the Join Group messages including multi-
cast group information received by the two nodes.
[0056] In block 605: After receiving the Join Group
messages from MN1 and MN2, AG 2 will check the mul-
ticast group information therein while transmitting the
multicast group information of the two interfaces to the
anchor. The multicast group information includes the MN-
ID of the node and multicast group information that the
node needs to receive.
[0057] In block 606: After receiving the Join Group
message transmitted by AG 2, the anchor extracts mul-
ticast group information therein, updates binding cache
items maintained by the anchor while updating a multi-
cast forwarding tree, adds interface MN1-IF2 to a multi-
cast tree. If there is no multicast data on interface IF1,
IF1 is deleted from the multicast tree, and if there is no
node for receiving multicast data on AG 3, AG 3 is deleted
from the multicast tree.
[0058] In Fig. 6, G1 represents a multicast group ID,
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G2 represents a multicast group ID, and G3 represents
an ID of node 1, an ID of node 2 and a multicast group ID.
[0059] Please refer to Fig. 5 and Fig. 7, in the present
embodiment, interface IF1 of node MN1 accesses a net-
work via AG 1, IF2 accesses the network via AG 2, in-
terface IF1 of node MN2 accesses the network via AG
2, IF2 accesses the network via AG 3, and multicast data
received by MN2 is transmitted via MN2-IF2←AG 3←an-
chor. If node MN1 needs to join some multicast groups
at the moment, node MN1 may request for the multicast
data via IF1 or IF2 since MN1 has a plurality of network
interfaces. When the multicast data is requested via IF1,
a multicast routing optimization technique mainly has the
following characteristics.
[0060] In block 701: Node MN1 transmits to AG 1 a
Join Group message via IF1 and the Join Group message
includes multicast information that MN1 expects to re-
ceive.
[0061] In block 702: After receiving the Join Group
message transmitted by MN1-IF1, AG 1 reads a strategy
file to acquire an MN Identifier (MN-ID), and transmits to
an anchor a multicast routing request message including
an MN-ID of MN1 and the multicast information that MN1
expects to receive.
[0062] In block 703: After receiving the multicast rout-
ing request message transmitted by AG 1, the anchor
extracts related information therein, determines a policy
of the multicast routing optimization, acquires through
analysis that both MN1-IF2 and MN2-IF1 perform access
through AG 2 and have the same multicast group infor-
mation, then decides to use MN1-IF2 to transmit multi-
cast data transmitted to MN1, and use MN2-IF1 to trans-
mit multicast data transmitted to MN2, and transmits to
AG 2 an MLD proxy request message including the MN-
ID of MN1, an MN-ID of MN2 and information of multicast
groups that MN1 and MN2 join, and so on.
[0063] In block 704: After receiving the MLD proxy re-
quest message transmitted by the anchor, AG 2 first
checks whether the node has a network interface having
a created connection with the AG, and if it is found that
the node does not have an associated network interface,
the optimization is terminated. Otherwise, AG 2 will trans-
mit the MLD proxy request message to MN1-IF2 and
MN2-IF1 respectively.
[0064] In block 705: After receiving the MLD proxy re-
quest message transmitted by AG 2, MN1 and MN2 will
transmit to AG 2 Join Group messages including the in-
formation of the multicast groups that MN1 and MN2 join
respectively.
[0065] In block 706: After receiving the Join Group
messages from MN1 and MN2, AG 2 will check multicast
group information therein, while adding the multicast
group information of the two interfaces in a Join Group
message and transmits the Join Group message to the
anchor.
[0066] In block 707: After receiving the Join Group
message transmitted by AG 2, the anchor extracts mul-
ticast group information therein, updates binding cache

items maintained by the anchor while updating a multi-
cast forwarding tree, adds interface MN1-IF2 to a multi-
cast tree. If there is no multicast data on interface IF1,
IF1 is deleted from the multicast tree, and if there is no
node for receiving multicast data on AG 3, AG 3 is deleted
from the multicast tree.
[0067] In Fig. 7, G1 represents a multicast group ID,
G2 represents an ID of node 1 and a multicast group ID,
G3 represents a multicast group ID, G4 represents a mul-
ticast group ID, G5 represents an ID of node 1, an ID of
node 2 and a multicast group ID.
[0068] Please refer to Fig. 5 and Fig. 8, in the present
embodiment, interface IF1 of node MN1 accesses a net-
work via AG 1 and IF2 accesses the network via AG 2,
interface IF1 of MN2 accesses the network via AG 2 and
IF2 accesses the network via AG 3, and multicast data
received by MN2 is transmitted via MN2-IF2←AG 3←an-
chor. If MN1 needs to join some multicast groups at the
moment, MN1 may request for the multicast data via IF1
or IF2 since MN1 has a plurality of network interfaces.
When the multicast data is requested via IF2, a multicast
routing optimization technique mainly has the following
characteristics.
[0069] In block 801: An MN transmits a Join Group
message to AG 2 via MN1-IF2, and the Join Group mes-
sage includes multicast group information that MN1 ex-
pects to receive.
[0070] In block 802: After receiving the Join Group
message transmitted by IF2, AG 2 reads a strategy file
to acquire an MN-ID, and transmits to an anchor a Join
Group message including an MN-ID of MN1 and the mul-
ticast information that MN1 expects to receive.
[0071] In block 803: After receiving a multicast routing
request message transmitted by AG 2, the anchor ex-
tracts related information therein, determines a policy of
multicast routing optimization, acquires through analysis
that both MN1-IF2 and MN2-IF1 perform access through
AG 2 and have the same multicast group information,
then decides to use MN1-IF2 to transmit multicast data
transmitted to MN1, and use MN2-IF1 instead of MN2-
IF2 to transmit multicast data transmitted to MN2, and
transmits to AG 2 an MLD proxy request message in-
cluding an MN-ID of MN2 and information of a multicast
group that MN2 joins and so on.
[0072] In block 804: After receiving the MLD proxy re-
quest message transmitted by the anchor, AG 2 first
checks whether the anchor has a network interface hav-
ing a created connection with the AG, and if it is found
that the node does not have an associated network in-
terface, the optimization is terminated. Otherwise, AG 2
will transmit the MLD proxy request message to MN2-IF1.
[0073] In block 805: After receiving the MLD proxy re-
quest message transmitted by AG 2, MN2 will transmit
to AG 2 a Join Group message including the information
of the multicast group that MN2 joins.
[0074] In block 806: After receiving the Join Group
message from MN2, AG 2 will check multicast group in-
formation therein, and transmits the Join Group message
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to the anchor while adding the multicast group informa-
tion of the interface in the Join Group message.
[0075] In block 807: After receiving the Join Group
message transmitted by AG 2, the anchor extracts mul-
ticast group information therein, updates binding cache
items maintained by the anchor while updating a multi-
cast forwarding tree, adds interface MN1-IF2 to a multi-
cast tree. If there is no multicast data on interface IF1,
IF1 is deleted from the multicast tree, and if there is no
node for receiving multicast data on AG 3, AG 3 is deleted
from the multicast tree.
[0076] In Fig. 8, G1 represents a multicast group ID,
G2 represents an ID of node 1, and a multicast group ID,
G3 represents a multicast group ID, and G4 represents
an ID of node 2 and a multicast group ID.
[0077] To sum up, an anchor performs routing decision
to optimize multicast routing in three different scenarios
in a PMIPv6 domain according to the embodiments of
the disclosure. Since the scenarios are only designed
with 3 AGs and 2 nodes in the present application, thus
resulting in relatively limited optimization effect. Howev-
er, there is lots of such routing that may be optimized in
practical network deployment, and extremely evident op-
timization effect may be brought, which may greatly save
cost of a network side.
[0078] The contents above are further detailed de-
scription made for the disclosure in combination with spe-
cific embodiments, and it should not be considered that
the specific embodiments of the disclosure are limited to
these descriptions. For those of ordinary skill in the art,
several simple deductions or replacements may be also
made without departing from the conception of the dis-
closure, and they should be considered as being within
the protection scope of the disclosure.

Claims

1. A method for optimizing multicast group, comprising:

identifying, by an anchor, a set of nodes request-
ing for the same multicast group data and shar-
ing the same Access Gateway (AG) in a multi-
cast group,
wherein the set of nodes comprises at least two
nodes requesting for the same multicast group
data and sharing the same AG;
transmitting, by the anchor, the same multicast
group data to each node in the set of nodes via
the same AG.

2. The method for optimizing the multicast group ac-
cording to claim 1, wherein at least one node in the
set of nodes has two or more access interfaces, and
the two or more access interfaces are connected to
different AGs respectively.

3. The method for optimizing the multicast group ac-

cording to claim 1, wherein identifying, by the anchor,
the nodes sharing the same AG in the multicast
group comprises:

acquiring AG care-of addresses of access inter-
faces of the nodes in the multicast group from
binding cache items of the anchor;
judging, according to the AG care-of addresses,
whether the nodes in the multicast group share
the same AG.

4. The method for optimizing the multicast group ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein identi-
fying, by the anchor, the nodes requesting for the
same multicast group data in the multicast group
comprises:

acquiring multicast group data of the nodes in
the multicast group from a table of correspond-
ing relations between Identifiers (ID) of the bind-
ing cache items of the anchor and multicast
group IDs; and
judging, according to the multicast group data,
whether the nodes in the multicast group request
for the same multicast group data.

5. The method for optimizing the multicast group ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein before
the anchor identifies, the set of nodes requesting for
the same multicast group data and sharing the same
AG in the multicast group, the method further com-
prises:

judging, according to received request informa-
tion from each node of the set of nodes, whether
the each node of the set of nodes is accessed
by another new access interface.

6. An anchor, comprising an identifying component and
a transmitting component, wherein
the identifying component is configured to identify a
set of nodes requesting for the same multicast group
data and sharing the same Access Gateway (AG) in
a multicast group, wherein the set of nodes compris-
es at least two nodes requesting for the same mul-
ticast group data and sharing the same AG; and the
transmitting component is configured to transmit the
same multicast group data to each node in the set
of nodes via the same AG.

7. The anchor according to claim 6, wherein at least
one node in the set of nodes has two or more access
interfaces, and the two or more access interfaces
are connected to different AGs.

8. The anchor according to claim 6, wherein the iden-
tifying component further comprises a first acquiring
element and a first judging element;
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the first acquiring element is configured to acquire
AG care-of addresses of access interfaces of the
nodes in the multicast group from binding cache
items of the anchor; and
the first judging element is configured to judge, ac-
cording to the AG care-of addresses, whether the
nodes in the multicast group share the same AG.

9. The anchor according to any one of claims 6 to 8,
wherein the identifying component further compris-
es: a second acquiring element and a second judging
element;
the second acquiring element is configured to ac-
quire multicast group data of the nodes in the multi-
cast group from a table of corresponding relations
between Identifiers (ID) of the binding cache items
of the anchor and multicast group IDs; and
the second judging element is configured to judge,
according to the multicast group data, whether the
nodes in the multicast group request for the same
multicast group data.

10. The anchor according to any one of claims 6 to 8,
wherein the anchor further comprises: a judging
component; and the judging component is config-
ured to judge, according to received request infor-
mation from each node of the set of nodes, whether
the each node of the set of nodes is accessed by
another new access interface.
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